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Introduction 
In recent years a new class of orthogonal polynomials, the so-called 
Bessel polynomials has been studied intensively (see the references at 
the end of the paper). These polynomials have positive coefficients and 
are orthogonal on a circle around the origin in the complex plane. We 
shall enumerate their most important properties in the next section. 
KRALL and FRINK [13] gave the first systematic treatment of these 
polynomials in 1949, although they had been considered already twenty 
years earlier by BOCHNER [5].1) The present author showed in his 
thesis [19] that these polynomials are closely related to the orthogonal 
polynomials associated with the Pade table for eZ• 2) 
In this paper we shall study a much larger class of polynomials also 
orthogonal on a circle around the origin of the complex plane. These 
polynomials are closely related to the so-called totally positive sequences 
introduced by SCHOENBERG [21] and they include the Bessel polynomials 
as a very special case. We shall show that many of the typical properties 
of the Bessel polynomials also hold for the polynomials of this more 
general class. 
1. In this section we will state some of the results on Bessel polynom-
ials. We will restrict ourselves mainly to those properties which have 
their counterpart for our more general polynomials. 
a) Explicit formula. 3) 
( ) _ ~ ~ (n+k)! k- nF (_ . _ . -1) Yn Z - (2n)! k-=-O (n-k)!k! Z -Zl 1 n, 2n, Z • 
All coefficients of the Bessel polynomials are positive. 
1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. 
2) Actually, there the Pade table for 1F1( 1; c; z) is considered. 
3) Our definition of the Bessel polynomials differs somewhat from that given 
by Krall and Frink. If pn(Z) is the Bessel polynomial of Krall and Frink we have: 
n! 
yn(Z) = (2n)! pn(2z). 
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b) The Bessel polynomials are the polynomial solutions of the differential 
equation 
z2y"(z)+(1+2z)y'(z)-n(n+l)y(z)=0 (n=O, 1,2, ... ). 
c) Recurrence relations. 
1 
Yn+1(z)=zYn(z) + 4(2n-l)(2n+l) Yn-l(Z) (n=2, 3, 4, ... ) 
d) Orthogonality relations. 
(1.1 ) )
=o,m=l=n, 
= ( _ l)n {~}2 . (2n)! 1 2n+ l' m=n. 
The path of integration is the circle Izi = t, but can be any rectifiable 
closed Jordan curve around the origin. As KRALL and FRINK remark: 
"The chosen circle is most convenient for deriving formulas". We will 
show that this particular choice can be motivated for a more fundamental 
reason. The weight function in (1.1) is not uniquely determined: Instead 
of e-1/z we can take e-1/z+'IjJ(z) where 'IjJ(z) is an arbitrary holomorphic 
function defined on Izl;;;;; t. 
e) Zeros. Except for the zero of Yl(Z) = Z + t, all zeros of Bessel poly-
nomials are inside of the circle Izi = t. 
f) Asymptotic formula. For fixed z=I= 0, 
(2n)' Yn(z) ,..", -,-' zne2/z as n -?- 00. 
n. 
The results in e) and f) are due to GROSSWALD [12]. 
Prof. LAUWERIER kindly pointed out to me the following connection 
between Bessel polynomials and modified Hankel functions K.(z) of 
the second kind. 
n! e1l2z ( 1 ) Yn(z) = (2n)! Vnz Kn+l 2z 
n! i (n+k)! k 
(2n)! k=O k!(n_k)!z . 
where K.(z) is the modified Bessel function ofthe second kind (cf. RYSHIK-
GRADSTEIN, Tables section 6.47). 
From the Bessel equation it follows that Yn(z) satisfies 
Z2y" + (1 + 2z)y' -n(n+ l)y=O. 
The second solution is obviously I n+1(1/2z) exp 1/2z with an essential 
singularity at z = O. 
The relations in c), e) and f) are simple consequences of the well-known 
properties of the Bessel functions. 
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It is known that ztKn+t(z) is a solution of 
The other solution is the regular function ztln+l(z). 
Since the origin is an ordinary pole (of order n) we obtain in the usual 
way by integration of 
1/ 1/ m(m+1)-n(n+1) 
Um Un-Un um= Z2 UmUn 
the orthogonality relation 
dz 
gi UmUn -2 = 0 m=ftn. 
z 
Replacing z by (2Z)-1 we find 
gi e-lIzYm(Z)Yn(z)dz= 0, for m=ftn. 
2. Totally positive sequences. A sequence of real numbers {cn}g" is 
called totally positive if the infinite matrix 
r 
0 0 0 
Cl Co 0 0 
C2 Cl Co 0 
\ . 
has only non-negative minors of all orders with any choice of rows and 
columns. EDREI [ll] proved the following important result that we will 
list here as Lemma 2.1. 
00 
Lemma 2.1. Put (2.1): f(z)= !cmzm, then the sequence {Cm}g" is 
m=O 
totally positive if and only if the power-series for f(z) converges in the neigh-
bourhood of the origin and represents there a complex function of the form 
(2.2) 
00 
where O~O, y~O, £X.> 0, f3.>0, A. a non-negative integer and where! £x. 
v-1 
00 
and ! f3. are convergent . 
• =} 
We shall call a sequence of real numbers {cm}g" strictly totally positive 
if all determinants 
(2.3) Dm(n) = 
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Cm Cm-l ... Cm-n+! 
Cm +! em ••• Cm- n+2 
Cm+n-l Cm +n -2 ... Cm 
, (m=O, 1,2, ... ; n= 
1,2,3, ... ), Dm(O) = 1. 
are positive. Here as in the following, we put Cm = ° if m is negative. 
The choice of the name is based on a theorem of SCHOENBERG [20] 
stating that every sequence {Cm}O' which is strictly totally positive according 
to our definition, is also totally positive in the old sense. On the other 
hand, if a sequence is totally positive, but not strictly, then the function 
in (2.2) reduces to a rational function (i.e. y = ° and the <x. and fl. vanish 
for sufficiently large values of v). 
For this last assertion compare EDREI [11] who gives R. J. ARMS 
credit for the proof. 
Let {cm}O' be strictly totally positive. From the definition it is Im-
mediately clear that all elements Cm (m=O, 1,2, ... ) are positive. 
Moreover, by taking n= 2 in the determinants (2.3), one gets 
so that 
Cm2 - Cm-l Cm +! > 0, 
Cm +! 
>--> 
Cm 
From this it follows again that the power-series in (2.1) converges in 
the neighbourhood of the origin and moreover that its radius of convergence 
is larger than CO/Cl' 
Finally we remark that the sequence 
I/O!, I/l!, I/2!, ... , I/n!, ... 
00 
is strictly totally positive since eZ = .2 zm /m! belongs to the class of 
m~O 
functions (2.2) without reducing to a rational function. 
3. Tota,lly positive polynomials. 
We recall that if 
(3.1) 
denotes a formal power-series in z, then the fraction U/l,.(z)/V/l,.(z) where 
fl, and v are non-negative integers, is called a Pade fraction for the power-
series in (3.1), if U/l,.(z) and V/l,.(z) are polynomials in z of degree v at 
most and fl, at most respectively; V/l,.(O) = 1 and the power-series expansion 
of U/l,.(z)/V/l,.(z) coincides with (3.1) up to the term in z/l+' inclusive. 
The fractions are placed in a table of double entry, the so-called Pade 
table in such a way that the fraction U/l,.(z)/V/l,.(z) is placed on the 
square with coordinates (fl" v). If every Pade fraction belongs to just 
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one square, the table is called normal. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the normality of a Pade table is that all determinants 
C,.._~ C"'-~+l c,.. 
(3.2) LI,...= C,..-.+l C",-v+2 C,..+l (f-l, v=O, 1,2, ... ) 
c,.. C,..+l ... c,..+~ 
differ from zero. 
Now let {cm}{l" be a strictly totally positive sequence. The condition 
that all determinants in (2.3) are positive can be written as follows 
(3.3) 
00 
It follows that the Pade table for the power-series L cmzm is normal. 
m~O 
As the author in an earlier paper has shown (Compare VAN ROSSUM [19]), 
it then follows that there exists an infinity of systems of orthogonal 
polynomials associated with this table. To this end let U,..,.(z)/V,..,~(z) 
denote the Pade fraction on the square (f-l, v) with row number f-l and 
column number v. 
Then V!',.(z) is a polynomial of degree f-l and for any fixed positive 
integer k, the sequence of polynomials 
B,..(k)(Z) = z,.. V,... H,..( -Z-l) (f-l=O, 1,2, ... ) 
is orthogonal with respect to the sequence (-I)H!'+lCH "'+l' This means, if 
[j(k) is a linear functional on the space of polynomials in z over the field 
of complex numbers, defined by 
[j(k)(z"')=(-1)H,..+1CH,..+1 (f-l=O, 1,2, ... ) 
then we have 
(3.4) 
We shall call such polynomials totally positive polynomials. Next we 
will show that these polynomials are orthogonal on a circle in the complex 
plane. We prove 
Theorem 3.1. Let {Cm};;" denote a strictly totally positive sequence, 
and V"',H!'(z) the Pade denominator on the square (f-l, k+f-l) ot the table 
00 
tor L cmzm where now z is a complex variable. k is a fixed non-negative integer. 
m~O 
The polynomials B,..(k)(Z) (f-l= 0,1,2, ... ) defined by B!,(k)(Z) = z"'V,.., H,..( -Z-l) 
are orthogonal on a circle Izl =e+s where s is an arbitrary positive number 
and e = lim sup mv cm. 
20 Series A 
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00 
The weight function is q:>(k)(Z) = L (_I)m+k+1 Cm+k+l z-m-l. The ortho-
m~O 
gonality relations are 
Proof. We know already that the polynomials {BI"(k)(Z)} are orthogonal 
with respect to the sequence {( -I)ck+m+1ck+m+1}ZO. Now the serIes 
q:>(k) ((z) = ( _I)k+l Ck+1 Z-l + ( _I)k+2 Ck+2 Z- 2 + ... 
converges for [z[>e. If we integrate along the circle [z[=e+8 (8)0) 
we have (compare also [16], p. 5-7), 
( _I)k+m+1 
Ck+m+1 = . gi zmq:>(k) (z)dz 
2m 
hence the linear functional Q(k) can be replaced by the integral along 
the circle. The orthogonality relations change into 
(3.5) 1 -2 . gi B,}k)(z)· B.(k)(Z)q:>(k) (z)dz 
nt 
This completes the proof. 
4. Properties of totally positive polynomials 
00 
We consider the Pade table for L cmzm where {Cm}ZO is a strictly totally 
m=O 
positive sequence. 
We have for the Pade denominator VI",'(z) on the square (p" Y) 
1 z ... zl" 
c.+1 c. C'_1"+1 
( 4.1) VI",'(z) 1 c.+2 c.+1 C'-1"+2 • D(I"+1)· 
.+1 
C'+I" C.+1"-1 ... C. 
compare for instance EDREI [11] p. 88. 
From (4.1) it follows the formula for the totally positive polynomial 
BI"(k')(z) by taking y=p,+k (k~O, integer) and changing z --+ Z-l 
BI" (k)(z) = zl"QI", HI"(Z-l) 
=zI"VI",HI"( _Z-l)= 
zl" 
Ck+I"+1 Ck+1" 
Ck+I"+2 Ck+I"+1 
( -1)1" 
1 
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Recurrence relations. The recurrence relations for the Pade denominators 
on the squares (fl-1, v), (fl, v) and (fl, '1'+ 1) and on the squares (fl-1, v -1), 
(fl-1, v) and (fl, v) are 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Using these relations we obtain after some calculation 
(4.4) Q"'+l,~+1(Z) = [1- (y",-l, v - b",,~)z ]Q"" .(z) + Y",-l, .b",-l, ~_lZ2Q"'_1, ,-1 (z). 
If we put '1'= k + fl, make the substitution z --+ Z-1 and multiply both 
members in (4.4) with z",+l, we obtain 
) 
B){,tI(Z) = (z+,B){,tI)B",(z)+<x",(k)B){'~I(Z), (fl= 1,2,3, ... ) 
(4.5) 
BO(k)(Z) = 1, B1 (k)(Z) = z + Ck+2 (k is a fixed integer :> 0). 
Ck+l 
where ,B){'tI = -Y",-I,k+", + b""k+", and <x",(k) is the positive number given 
by <x",(k) =y",-l, k+",' bP-l,k+",-I' 
From the recurrence relations (4.5) and <x'" (k) > ° it is apparent that the 
polynomials B",(k)(Z) (fl = 0, 1,2, ... ) cannot be orthogonal on a real interval. 
00 
Lemma 4.1. Let f(z) = .L cmzm be the generating function of the 
m~O 
strictly totally positive sequence {Cm}g". If we put 
f( ~Z) =do+d1z+d2z2 + 
the sequence {dm}g" is strictly totally positive. 
For a proof we refer to Edrei. 
Lemma 4.2. If U""~(z)/V",,.(z) is the Pade fraction on the square 
(fl, v) of the table for f(z) then V",.v(z)/U"".(z) is the Pade fraction on the 
square (v, fl) of the table for l/f(z). 
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition ofthe Pade fractions. 
We now prove: 
Theorem 4.1. If {cm}g" is strictly totally positive, the polynomial 
Q",,~(z) = V",,~( - z) where V""v(z) is the Pade denominator on (fl, v) in the 
00 
table for .L zm, has only positive coefficients. 
m~O 
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Proof. From lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 it follows for QI"o(z) (after nor-
malization) 
(4.6) 
so all coefficients of QI"o(z) are positive. This holds for all fl. We have 
Q},.(z) = 1 + cv +1 Z 
c. 
hence for all polynomials Ql,.(Z) holds, that all coefficients are positive. 
Now suppose we have proven already, that the coefficients of Qp-l,.(Z) 
(v=O, 1,2, ... ;fl fixed) are all positive. From (4.3) it then follows that 
all coefficients of QI',.(z) (v= 1,2,3, ... ; fl fixed), are positive. This com-
pletes the proof. 
Corollary. The coefficients of totally positive polynomials are all 
positive. 
In order to prove a result on the zeros of totally positive polynomials 
we introduce the following lemmas, the first one containing a result of 
KAKEYA. 
Lemma 4.3. All the zeros of the polynomial anzn+an_lzn-1 + ... +ao, 
having real positive coefficients ai, lie on the disk Izl ~ e, where 
e=max (a1c/a1c+1), k=O, 1, ... , n-l. 
Lemma 4.4. Let VI','(z) be the Pade denominator on the square (fl, v) 
00 
of the table for L cmzm where the sequence {cm}g" is strictly totally positive, 
m~O 
then the coefficients of QI',.(z) = VI','( -z) decrease as v increases. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the recurrence relation (4.2). 
Theorem 4.2. The zeros of the totally positive polynomials BI'(1c)(Z), 
(fl= 1,2, ... ) (k is a fixed integer ~ 0), orrhogonal wi~h respect to the 
sequence {( -l)"+1c+1cl'+1c+d~~o where {Cm}g" is strictly totally positive, are 
all inside the circle Izl = Cl/CO. 
Proof. For every polynomial 
zI'QI',.(Z-l)=Z"+p~'·)zl'-}+ ... + pjf'V) (fl, V= 1,2,3, ... ) 
holds p~,.J < Cl/CO, compare (4.6) and Lemma 4.4. 
According to this and Lemma 4.4 it is sufficient to prove 
(4.7) p(I',') Cl ~+~<- k=1,2,···,fl-1. pt'· Co 
For the polynomials corresponding to row number 1 i.e. 
C 
zQ} ,(Z-l)=Z+ .+1, (v= 1,2,3, ... ) 
, c. 
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(4.7) clearly holds. We use the recurrence relation (4.3), that we rewrite 
in the form 
I'Q (-1) - . ZI'-1Q (Z-I) + .Il. 1'-1Q (Z-I) z I',V Z -Z 1'-1,v ul'-1.v-1Z 1'-1,v-1 . 
We now proceed by mathematical induction and assume that for all 
polynomials ZI'-1QI'_1,V(Z-I) (v= 1,2, ... ; fl fixed) on row number fl-l the 
conditions (4.7) are satisfied. We put 
,u-l,v 1 ... .a-I' 
(4.8) l ZI'-lQ (Z-I) =ZI'-1 +p(I'-1'V)ZI'-2 + + p(I'-I,v) 
ZI'-lQI'_I,V_1(Z-I) = ZI'-I + per-I, v-I)ZI'-2 + ... + p;f--l' v-I) 
then according to our assumptions we have 
pltJ:I,V) Cl • pltJ: I. v - I) Cl 
-( -1-) < -, ( 1 I) < - (l=I, 2, ... , fl-2). pt ' v Co pt ' v Co 
From (4.8) and the recurrence relation (4.3) we have for zI'QI',v(Z-I) 
zI'QI', v(Z-I) = zl' + (per-I, v) + 151'_1, v_I)ZI'-I + (p!f'-I, v) + bl'-I, V_1per- I,V-I))ZI'-2 + 
... + (p;f--l' v) + 151'-I,v-1P;f-=-l' v-I))z + 151'-1, v-1P;f--/' v-I). 
Obviously 
and clearly we also ha,ve 
This completes the proof. 
Consider the polynomials B/(z) defined by 
Bo*(z) = 1, BI' *(z) = zl'QI', 1'-1 (Z-I) = zl' VI', 1'-1 ( - Z-I) = 
( -1)1' 
1 
D(I'+I) , (fl= 1,2,3, ... ). 
I' 
They are orthogonal with respect to the sequence Co, - Cl, C2, - C3, •••• V 1'.1'-1 (z) 
00 
is a Pade denominator on the first sub diagonal of the table for L cmzm. 
m=O 
We obtain as a corollary to Theorem 4.2: 
1/ {cm}g" is strictly totally positive, then the system 0/ polynomials {BI' * (z)}g" 
urthogonal with respect to the sequence {( -1)mcm}g" has the property, that 
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all zeros at the polynomials at the system are inside the circle Izl = Cl/CO 
except tor the zero at Bl *(z) which is equal to - Cl/CO and so lies on the circle. 
We conjecture that a similar result is true for the system {BI'(k)(Z)};;"~o 
so that for this system holds, that all zeros are inside the circle 
Izl = Ck+2/Ck+1. The zero of Bl (k)(Z) is equal to - Ck+2/Ck+1. 
This is confirmed in the case of the Bessel polynomials. These polyno-
. -1 1 1 
mials are orthogonal wlth respect to the sequence IT' 2!' - 3! ' ... 
hence we obtain for the circle through the zero of greatest absolute 
1/1 value: Izl = 2! l! = i· The zero of Yl(Z) is equal to -i· 
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